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CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Wash your pet toy by spot cleaning soiled areas. Toys are also machine washable, but do not machine dry.

REMOVE LOOSE THREADS 
Over time this toy will start to show wear. As your pet plays with the toy your pet will begin to wear down the 
different layers of the toy. Remove loose threads to avoid ingestion. If your pet reaches the white stuffed 
core of the toy discard immediately. 

THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS INDESTRUCTIBLE!
Our pet toys are designed to be the “World’s Most Durable Soft Dog Toys” and are “Built to Last”, but keep in 
mind no toy will last forever. This toy is designed as a “play” toy and is not a “bone”. The toy should not be ingested. 
Toys are meant for you and your pet to enjoy together, do not allow your pet to play with this toy unsupervised. 

Seven Rows of Stitching
Tuffy® toys can have up to 7 rows of stitching. The 
number of rows of stitching depends on the shape, size and 
style of the toy. Two directions of cross stitching hold the multiple 
layers together. Rows of stitching hold webbing around the materials 
edge, and the toys’ parts are sewn together with up to 3 rows of  
stitching. When possible, a protective webbing is added  
around the outer edge and sewn up to 3 more times.7

three Layers of Material 
Tuffy® toys can have up to 3 layers of material depending 
on the shape size and style of the toy. Our Ultimate 
series (depicted here) has 1 layer of Luggage grade 
material. Certain layers of material are coated with a 
layer of plastic to hold the material fibers together. Finally, 
we use soft fleece for the outside layer.3

           Protective WEbbing
For our Ultimate series we add an additional layer of webbing, 

whenever possible, around the outside edge to cover the seams 
of the toy. This is sewn multiple times, for added durability.

Squeaker Safety pockets
Squeakers are sewn into material pockets inside the toy. 
This additional layer of safety can give you the time you 

need to safely remove the toy in the event your dog  
reaches the core of the toy.

LIMITED GUARANTEE: We guarantee the toys 
against defects and workmanship. If you experi-
ence a problem you should contact VIP Products 

directly at 1-866-4-DOG-TOY (436-4869). 
Made In China

NEW MATERIAL ONLY            MATERIAUX NEUFS SEULEMENT
REG. NO. 12T-1077606         NO DE PERMIS 12T-1077606
CONTENT Fleece &                 CONTENU Fibres De Fleece,
     Polyester Fibers                       Polyester

REG. NO. PA-12870 (CN)
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